The geodetic and geophysical applications of Earth Gravity Field parameters computed from Global Geopotential Models (GGMs) are quite on the increase despite the inherent commission and omission errors of these models. In view of this, this study focuses on refining and quantifying terrain-induced effects on Bouguer gravity anomalies computed directly from a total of seven recent GGMs. In the study, the Residual Terrain Model (RTM) technique was used to estimate the residual terrain effects that were added to the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies at the sixty test points in Enugu State, Nigeria. The computed residual terrain effects range from −24.6 to 37.5 mgal while the percentage of the omission errors of the GGMs based on their Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences ranges from 7.8% to 44.7%. It can be concluded that GGM-refined Bouguer gravity anomalies are better in accuracy than the unrefined GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies and hence there is need for accurate height information in the development of GGMs. We, therefore, recommend that refined Bouguer gravity anomalies obtained from HUST-Grace2016s, EIGEN-6C4 and GECO that gave best improvement amongst the seven GGMs under consideration should be used to supplement the available terrestrial Bouguer anomalies for geodetic and geophysical applications within the study area.
Introduction
A GGM is a mathematical approximation to the external gravitational potential of an attracting body. It consists of a set of numerical values for certain parame- ters or functionals, the statistics of the errors associated with these values and a collection of mathematical expressions and algorithms [1] . Nowadays, GGMs are serving as good alternatives for modeling the gravity field of the earth especially in regions devoid of, or having inadequate terrestrial gravity data coverage.
But they are subject to omission and commission errors. The commission error is produced by the statistical errors of the fully normalized spherical harmonic coefficients while the omission error in spherical harmonic expansion comprises high-frequency gravity field signals that cannot be represented by a truncated spherical harmonic series expansion, that is, all gravity field features occurring at scales finer than the GGM's spatial resolution [2] [3] . The contribution of long-wavelengths of the gravity field signals to the gravity anomaly is computed from GGM while the short-wavelengths are computed from Digital Elevation Model (DEM) since the Earth's topography is the main source of high-frequency gravity field [4] . Where the DEM is not very accurate in relation to the actual/observed terrain values, the effect is reflected in the accuracy of the computed parameter of earth gravity field being sought.
It, then, becomes necessary to enhance/improve the accuracy of GGM-computed gravity data for effective geodetic and geophysical applications in any area. International Centre for Gravity Earth Models (ICGEM) [5] publishes, from time to time, GGMs that have been developed by geoscientists. It is true that many functionals of the gravity field (e.g. geoid undulation, height anomaly, gravity anomaly, Absolute gravity, etc.) can be computed from the ICGEM website using any GGM of interest but these computed quantities need to be evaluated and refined using terrestrial data in order to improve their accuracy for geosciences applications in any locality. This is necessary because the accuracy and the resolving power of the data used in the development of a GGM determine its accuracy and resolution.
Many authors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] have evaluated some of the GGMs using terrestrial data of their locality and discovered relatively high standard deviations or Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences in gravity anomaly between the two of around 10 mgal and even more. The reason for this large difference has often been attributed to the so-called omission and commission errors inherent in the GGMs; possible systematic errors in the observed terrestrial data and topographic bias. There is need to quantify the size of these omission errors. In fact, any of the Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) used to provide height information in gravity reduction may not adequately represent the local topography of an area because of the interpolation and extrapolation errors inherent in DEMs [11] . This is why we deemed it necessary to refine the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity data using terrestrial data in order to improve its accuracy for various geosciences applications within Enugu Sate, Nigeria, the study area. A refined Bouguer gravity anomaly contains a terrain correction that uses more complete representation of the local topography by taking care of the deviation of the topography from the plate. The importance of carrying out Residual Terrain Correction (that is, refinement) has been emphasized in many studies [12] There is sparse distribution of gravity data within the study area and there is need for both denser distribution of gravity data as well as more accurate knowledge of gravity field in the study area for several geosciences and environmental applications. Although embarking on more terrestrial gravity observation is time-consuming, very expensive and laborious yet that may not (considering a large study area) produce sufficiently dense network of gravity data distribution required in several geosciences and environmental applications like oil, gas and mineral exploration, geoid modelling, deformation studies, geophysical surveying, engineering projects and many others. Hence, this study focuses on refining Bouguer gravity anomalies computed from some of the recent GGMs in order to improve their accuracy and to estimate the GGMs signal omission errors from the RMS differences between the directly computed Bouguer gravity anomalies and that of the refined Bouguer gravity anomalies obtained after applying residual terrain effects. As a result of the paucity of terrestrial gravity data in the study area and the relatively high Root-Mean-Square (RMS) differences between the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies and that of the terrestrially observed Bouguer gravity anomalies as shown in [6] , we refined the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies to see if they can be used either alone or in combination with available terrestrial Bouguer gravity data for some engineering, geodetic and geophysical applications within the study area.
Materials and Method

Study Area
The study area (Figure 1 ) is situated within longitudes 6˚49'E -7˚51'E and latitudes 6˚01'N -7˚12'N respectively. It has an average range of elevation of 57.40 m to 598.87 m reflecting topographic lows and highs. A good part of the area contains coal deposit. The sixty (60) test points selected for this study are distributed within the study area as shown in Figure 2 
Data
The data used in this study were obtained from various sources as listed in Table  1 . There are seven (7) GGMs used in this study, and these were selected based on the sources of data used in their development. These GGMs were also previously evaluated at the study area [6] . They consist of four (4) Satellite-based GGMs and three (3) combined Satellite, Gravity data and Altimetry data GGMs. The different GGMs are characterized based on the input data, method of calculation, the degree and order of expansion which determine the resolution as well as the other things modeled as given in Table 2 .
Nigeria Geological Survey Agency (NGSA) provided the terrestrial Bouguer gravity data used in this study and as published (http://www.ngsa-nig.org/content/regional-gravity-survey-enugu-state), the following instruments were used for the terrestrial observation of Bouguer gravity data in Enugu State, Nigeria. Table 2 . Characteristics of the seven GGMs used in this study.
Model (d/o) Source of Data Reference
HUST-Grace2016s (160) S(Grace) [17] ITU_GGC16 (280) S(Grace, Goce) [18] EIGEN-6C4 (2190) S(Goce, Grace, Lageous), G, A [19] GGM05G (240) S(Grace, Goce) [20] GECO (2190) S(Goce), EGM2008 [21] EGM2008 (2190) S(GRACE), G, A [22] GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R4 ( This third-order gravity survey was tied to International Gravity Standardisation Network 1971 (IGSN'71) [24] through the Primary Gravity Network of Nigeria (PGNN) [25] . The Gravimeter was calibrated using Northern Nigeria Calibration Line (Jos-Ilela) −376.72 mgal [26] . 
Method
The method used in carrying out this study is designed as shown in Figure 3 Bouguer gravity anomalies obtained for each of the seven GGMs were computed on-line from the calculation service of the International Centre for Gravity Earth Models (http://icgem.gfz-potsdam.de/tom_longtime). All the computations were carried out on Geodetic Reference System 1980 ellipsoid and in the Mean Tide system while the box for the zero degree term remained unchecked.
The GGMs were truncated at their maximum degree of expansion (low-pass filtering) and there was no Gaussian filtering of any sort. Among others, it requires geodetic coordinates of each of the test points to be inputted [5] . For these GGMs, the Bouguer gravity anomalies are calculated by the spherical approximation (Equation (1)) of the classical gravity anomalies minus 2πGρH [27] .
where; The ETOPO1 topography model (Equation (2)) is the spherical harmonic expansion of the (1' × 1') grid of ETOPO1 (version: Ice Surface) of Earth's topography used in the computation of orthometric heights in ICGEM website [27] . The reference elevation surfaces were computed in correspondence to the degree/order of each of the GGMs using the calculation service of the International Centre for Global Earth Models [5] . Residual Terrain Model (RTM) effects refer to the effects of the topographic irregularities with respect to a mean or reference surface. The two digital elevation models, a DTM file (Terrestrial DEM) and a reference DTM file (Reference DEM), were used in the outer and inner zones respectively for the computation of RTM effects. The Terrestrial DEM was the cloud of LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) points acquired over the study area by the Enugu State government.
GRAVSOFT programs (TCFOUR, TCGRID and SELECT) were used for the computation of the RTM effects [28] . SELECT was used to prepare 10 arc-seconds of average height grid for the two DTM files which cover latitudes 5.96˚N -6.92˚N and longitudes 7.08˚E -7.80˚E. TCGRID was used to average the reference DEM into a reference height grid and in order to obtain optimal smoothing: a reference height grid resolution of 100 km was used. TCFOUR (Computation of terrain effects by Fast Fourier Technique (FFT) convolutions in planar approximation) was used to compute Residual Terrain Model (RTM) effects in mode 4 (which computes the effects of the topographic irregularities with reference to a mean surface). The coordinates of the South-West corner grid was 5.96˚ (latitude), 6.92˚ (longitude). The distance of computation ranges from 0 to 999.9 km. The details on how to carry out the computation of RTM effects using GRAVSOFT programs are contained in "An Overview Manual for the GRAVSOFT Geodetic Gravity Field Modeling Programs" by [28] .
The absolute values of the RTM effects at each of the test points were added to the Bouguer anomalies computed from each of the seven GGMs to obtain the refined Bouguer anomalies at each of the sixty (60) test points. The descriptive statistics of the computed and refined Bouguer gravity anomalies were determined. The percentage of the signal omission errors of each of the seven GGMs were estimated from the RMS differences using Equation (3). 
where; RMS Refined = Root-Mean-Square obtained from the difference in Refined and terrestrial Bouguer anomalies, RMS Computed = Root-Mean-Square obtained from the difference in computed and terrestrial Bouguer anomalies.
Results and Discussions
The statistical results of the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies are Table 3 . Comparing the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies (without the RTM effects) with the directly measured gravity, the RMS difference ranges from 9.6 to 17.9 mgal.
The graph in Figure 4 shows the results of the computed RTM effects at each of the sixty test points while Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics.
It is observed that the values of RTM effects are the same for EIGEN 6C4/EGM2008/GECO and ITU_GGC/GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R4. This is because they have the same maximum degree of expansion thereby having the same reference or mean elevation as computed from ETOPO1 topography model.
The absolute values of the residual terrain effects at each of the test points were added to the Bouguer anomalies computed from each of the seven GGMs to obtain the refined Bouguer anomalies at each of the test points. The refined
Bouguer anomalies, as obtained in this study, are shown in Figure 5 while Table   5 shows the descriptive statistics. Adding the signal omission error estimates from RTM to each of the GGMs significantly reduced the RMS differences between the computed and the terrestrial Bouguer gravity anomalies at the sixty (60) test points. Comparing Table 5 with . This is so because there is always a bias between DEM data and terrestrial data as a result of the great deviations in gradient of the undulating terrain when point values are compared to mean values such as reference DEM used in the GGMs.
Equation (3) was applied in the computation of percentage of omission error of the GGM-derived Bouguer gravity anomalies computed from each of the GGMs and the statistical results are shown in Table 6 . Considering the sixty (60) test points, the RTM effects improved the modeling of ITU_GGC16, EIGEN-6C4, GECO, GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R4, EGM2008 by 16.54%, 7.82%, 15.25%, 23.06% and 21.60% respectively while it decreased the modeling of HUST-Grace2016s, GGM05G by 8.30% and 21.32% respectively on the average. Interestingly, after a careful examination of the results presented in Figure 5 , we observed that if the points (PtID: 20, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 33, 40 ) that are 399 m and above in elevation are removed, the statistical results would then become better as shown in Table 7 and the percentage of omission errors will change considerably for all the GGMs as shown in Table 8 . This confirms the fact that the values of RTM effects are large on the mountains and these values deteriorated the statistical results of sixty (60) test points on the average. It is noticed that the RMS differences and the percentage of the omission errors reduced considerably as shown in Table 7 and Table 8 .
Considering the fifty-two (52) test points, the RTM effects improved the modeling of HUST-Grace2016s, ITU_GGC16, EIGEN-6C4, GGM05G, GECO, GO_CONS_GCF_2_SPW_R4, EGM2008 by 44.19%, 28.15%, 24.05%, 31.15%, 30.49%, 26.23% and 28.02% respectively on the average. From Table 7 , it can be inferred that for locations, within the study area, refined Bouguer anomalies will be most accurate for use in supplementing the available terrestrial data. This shows that GGMs can mostly perform better in a relatively flat terrain especially when used for computation of gravity data. The GGM-computed simple Bouguer anomalies are calculated approximately by using a DEM (in these seven GGMs, the ETOPO1 DEM was used) of the whole earth and a theoretical assumption of constant density [27] . Inability of DEMs to accurately represent the topography of an undulating terrain adds to this prob- 
Conclusion and Recommendations
This study, which aimed at refining and quantifying terrain-induced effects on global gravity data, applied GRAVSOFT Fast Fourier Technique (FFT) to com- 2) GGM-refined Bouguer gravity anomalies are better in accuracy than the GGM-computed Bouguer gravity anomalies;
3) EIGEN-6C4 and GECO GGM-refined Bouguer anomalies could be used to supplement the terrestrial Bouguer anomalies in some Local Government Areas of Enugu State for geodetic and geophysical applications; 4) HUST-Grace2016s GGM-refined Bouguer anomalies could be used to supplement the terrestrial Bouguer anomalies in locations whose elevations are less than 399 m above mean sea level; 5) Accurate earth's gravity field, high precision and high resolution geoid may not be achievable from these seven GGMs at least for the study area;
6) Remodelling/tailoring of these GGMs using local terrestrial gravity data is required to enhance their accuracy in Enugu State, Nigeria.
